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It was a “really good news” day when BVMI
learned that it was that it was receiving a
$20,000 grant from the CVS Health
Foundation. Having launched our Paso a
Paso program, we were now able to bring in a 
part-time project coordinator, as well as help
from BVMI’s certified diabetes educator and
some administrative support.

Why was our clinic selected as one of 49
grantees across the US? “With nearly half of
BVMI’s patients managing diabetes and
weight control, our Foundation understood
the need for Paso a Paso,” said Eileen Howard
Boone, president of the CVS Health
Foundation. “The BVMI program is best in
class, utilizing skills of a multi-disciplinary
team to address obesity in diabetic

patients. We’re also impressed with the
measurement approach and goals they’ve set
to improve health outcomes – most notably,
lowering A1c into a healthy range.”

“Rising health care costs make affordable,
quality, convenient care hard to come by for
many people,” added Boone. “By partnering
with the National Association of Free &
Charitable Clinics, we’re able to support
clinics across the country serving the most
vulnerable patients. And in this way, we can
also leverage our resources to improve
patients’ lives while reducing health care costs
in the communities we serve.”

Thank you, CVS Health Foundation.
You’re on BVMI’s gratitude list!
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When you hear the word “innovation,” perhaps you think of something related to
technology – smart homes, robotics,  driverless cars.

But innovation has a human side, too. While our patients benefit from research and
technology, their needs go well beyond that. Many are dealing with chronic 
conditions; add in stress from limited incomes, job searches, or child care, and 
innovation takes on a new meaning. It keeps BVMI’s medical professionals looking
for ways to “do better” for the people who count on us.

Thanks to our dedicated team and your generosity, we’re exploring new approaches
to treating the whole person. We hope you’ll take a few minutes to read about Paso
a Paso, a new tool we’re using to prevent or control obesity, diabetes and other chronic conditions. Participants are
learning new ways to enjoy healthy eating and easier ways to start – and stick to – an exercise program. 
They’re succeeding not just because of BVMI, but also because they’re supporting each other along the way. 

We need to ask for your help. Since moving to our new facility, we’ve far exceeded our goal for new patients and we
need more volunteer doctors and other practitioners. So please, remember to spread the word wherever you can about
the joy of volunteering at BVMI.

We are so very grateful to you – by supporting BVMI, you help keep our patients healthy and out of the emergency
room. BVMI’s model is a much more effective way to provide ongoing healthcare – and you just can’t put a price on the
genuine caring that goes along with it.  

Amanda Missey, President/CEO
amissey@bvmi.net    201-518-8484

p.s.  We hope you’ll join us for our Annual Meeting on Sunday, May 20 from 11 am – 2 pm, here at BVMI!  

Lynn Diamond Healthcare Center 75 Essex Street, Suite 100  Hackensack, NJ 07601  201-342-2478 bvmi.org

Dear Friend...



How Can I Help Episcopal Social Services?

BVMI: Free Healthcare for the Working Uninsured

Teaming Up 
For Results

Kathy Loscalzo,  MSN, RN, (second from left) teaches Paso a Paso participants how to manage their stress.
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Reaching Goals “Step by Step” 

Did
You ?Know

“LOSING IT” FOR GOOD HEALTH

Volunteers Mary Doherty,
MSN, RN, and Josef
Machac, MD, lead the Paso
a Paso program at BVMI.

IF YOU’RE OVERWEIGHT, “LOSING IT” CAN HELP YOU:
n GET HEALTH BENEFITS WITH EVEN A 5% WEIGHT LOSS.

n LOWER YOUR CHOLESTEROL LEVELS AND BLOOD PRESSURE.

n IMPROVE YOUR BREATHING, LEADING TO BETTER SLEEP.

n LESSEN STRESS ON JOINTS, HELPING YOU WITH EVERYDAY PAIN.

n FEEL MORE CONFIDENT…AND WHO DOESN’T WANT THAT?

Teamwork pays off. BVMI’s Paso
a Paso program is now a reality
because of volunteers. Dr. Josef
Machac, a BVMI physician 
and Mary Doherty, a doctoral
student in Nursing Practice
(DNP) combined their clinical
and research expertise to
design the program.

“We wanted to show patients
how to improve their health
while living in their world, 
not the clinic’s,” said Mary.
“Finances, multiple jobs, trans-
portation issues and lack of ‘me’
time were factors to consider.
As we go along, we’re learning
how to make the program more
patient-friendly.”

“Offering a program like this 
has been a passion for me,” 
said Dr. Machac. “We owe a lot
to BVMI’s leadership, volunteer
teaching teams, and staff. 
So far, four patients have lost a
significant amount of weight.
Even among those who haven’t,
we’ve seen increases in lean
body mass, and other positive
metabolic changes.”

“One surprising thing we learned
was the value of incorporating
mindfulness meditation,” said
Mary. “Stress and eating pat-
terns are often linked. Through
meditation, patients can learn
to slow their breathing, scan
their bodies, and then decide to
eat the right things. One of our
patients has lost 31 pounds. She
told me that before using this
tool, she tried everything else.
This is working!”

To our hardworking Paso a Paso
team, we say thank you!

“This is my chance.” That’s how
BVMI patient Robyn feels about
the Paso a Paso (aka Step by
Step) program. Through this 
new program, two pilot groups 
at BVMI are losing weight, 
controlling their diabetes, and
leading healthier lives.

Each group (one Spanish-
speaking) meets every other
week,” said Dr. Arthur De Simone,
BVMI’s medical director.  “Four 
volunteer teaching teams
(Physical Fitness, Nutrition,
Stress Reduc tion and Behavior
Modification) rotate sessions,
offering education, guidance 
and support.” 

Patients have a lot to say 
about the program. In a recent
interview, here is some of the
feedback we received:

“The group setting helps. I’m
going to the gym with a fellow
team member two to three times
a week now. We don’t want to let
each other down.”

“I’m thinking more carefully about
what I eat…and am cutting back
on immediate gratification!”

“I’ve learned simple exercises 
I can do at home, using my own
body weight. So there’s no reason
to use the weather as an excuse
for not exercising.”

“Now I know what the ‘real’ size 
of a portion of meat is.”

“I’m figuring out how to stay
away from added sugars, and
how to prevent my blood sugar
from spiking.”

“The stress management piece is
definitely working for me.”

BVMI volunteer physician Dr.
Josef Machac is seeing positive
results from a clinical perspec-
tive, too. “Blood pressure read-
ings among Paso a Paso partici-
pants are improving,” he said.
“Cholesterol levels are also down,
and A1c levels (an average of

blood sugar levels over time) are
moving into healthier ranges.” 

And weight loss? We’re still
counting, but as of this writing,
many participants have lost
weight, with five months left 
to go. “We’ve set targets for 
physical changes, and will also 
be looking at self-reported
changes in patients’ eating 
patterns and fitness habits,” 
said Dr. Machac.  “We want to
learn a great deal from this pilot
program about how to help our
most at-risk patients make 
positive changes in their health
that will stick.”

Robyn had one more thing to add
at the end of our patient inter-
view session: “Please thank the
people running the program,
because they really listen,” she
said. “And we know the program
costs money, so to everyone who
made that possible, we hope
you’ll be proud of what you’re
helping us to do.” 


